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【Purpose and Background of the Research】
To achieve regenerative medicine, it is
necessary to create bioactive materials. We
found that chemically immobilized growth
factor proteins could control the growth and
differentiation of cells on material surfaces. In
the present study we will create new binding
growth factors for development of new medical
materials.
We will develop and establish peptide
evolutionary engineering method for creation of
new proteins binding to organic, metallic,
ceramic, and biological materials. The proteins
will be employed for modifications of medical
materials or drugs.
In addition, extended molecular evolutionary
engineering will be accomplished by using
non-canonical amino acids. By utilizing this
technology, we will obtain more specific and
highly binding growth factors.
【Research Methods】
First we will establish peptide evolutionary
engineering and will prepare new binding
growth factor proteins by the developed
methodology. Subsequently the biological
activity will be investigated using cell lines
culture and animal experiments.
Preparation of new binding growth factors
Random sequence peptide library will be
produced by transcription and translation
using cell-free system from random sequence
DNA library.
From this library some specific sequences
will be determined by in vitro selection for
target substrata including synthetic polymer,
natural polymer, ceramic, metal, cell, and
tissue.
Extended molecular evolutionary engineering
Extended peptide evolutionary engineering
using non-coding amino acids will be
established for selection of highly and
selectively binding affinity.
Biological evaluation of novel proteins
The binding affinity of prepared proteins to

organic, ceramic, metallic, and biological
materials will be precisely investigated by
physico-chemical methods.
The biological activities such as growth
enhancement and differentiations control of
prepared growth factors will be investigated
using several cell lines. In addition, the biding
domains and growth factor domains will be
variously combined for optimal effect. Finally
the binding growth factors will be investigated
by animal experiments and considered for
medical applications.
【Expected Research Achievements and
Scientific Significance】
For regenerative medicine it is important to
precisely control of stem cells and construct
matrices for tissue formation. In this study a
new peptide evolutionary engineering and its
extension will be achieved by incorporation of
artificial amino acids. By the new methodology
we will stabilize growth factors for a long time
and allow the materials bio-active for new
medical applications.
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